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Abstract. This study explores the effect of southward ex-
pansion of Northern Hemisphere (American) mid-glacial ice
sheets on the global climate and the Atlantic Meridional
Overturning Circulation (AMOC) as well as the processes
by which the ice sheets modify the AMOC. For this pur-
pose, simulations of Marine Isotope Stage (MIS) 3 (36 ka)
and 5a (80 ka) are performed with an atmosphere–ocean gen-
eral circulation model. In the MIS3 and MIS5a simulations,
the global average temperature decreases by 5.0 and 2.2 ◦C,
respectively, compared with the preindustrial climate sim-
ulation. The AMOC weakens by 3 % in MIS3, whereas it
strengthens by 16 % in MIS5a, both of which are consistent
with an estimate based on 231Pa / 230Th. Sensitivity exper-
iments extracting the effect of the southward expansion of
glacial ice sheets from MIS5a to MIS3 show a global cool-
ing of 1.1 ◦C, contributing to about 40 % of the total sur-
face cooling from MIS5a to MIS3. These experiments also
demonstrate that the ice sheet expansion leads to a surface
cooling of 2 ◦C over the Southern Ocean as a result of colder
North Atlantic Deep Water. We find that the southward ex-
pansion of the mid-glacial ice sheet exerts a small impact
on the AMOC. Partially coupled experiments reveal that the
global surface cooling by the glacial ice sheet tends to reduce
the AMOC by increasing the sea ice at both poles and, hence,
compensates for the strengthening effect of the enhanced sur-
face wind over the North Atlantic. Our results show that the
total effect of glacial ice sheets on the AMOC is determined
by two competing effects: surface wind and surface cooling.
The relative strength of surface wind and surface cooling ef-
fects depends on the ice sheet configuration, and the strength
of the surface cooling can be comparable to that of surface
wind when changes in the extent of ice sheet are prominent.

1 Introduction

During the last glacial period, ice sheets evolved drasti-
cally over the northern continent (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005;
Clark et al., 2009; Grant et al., 2012; Spratt and Lisiecki,
2016, Fig. 1). After the initiation of the Northern Hemisphere
glacial ice sheets at the end of the last interglacial, the ice
sheets expanded over northern North America and northern
Europe during the early glacial period, Marine Isotope Stage
5d-a (MIS5d-a, 123–71 ka; Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005),
and further expanded during MIS4 (71–57 ka; Lisiecki and
Raymo, 2005) associated with weakening of summer inso-
lation. The glacial ice sheets then shrank during the mid-
glacial period (MIS3, 57–29 ka; Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005),
when the summer insolation and the concentration of CO2
were relatively large compared with MIS4 (Abe-Ouchi et al.,
2007; Grant et al., 2012; Spratt and Lisiecki, 2016; Pico et al.,
2017, Fig. 1). Subsequently, the ice sheets further expanded
during MIS2 (29–14 ka; Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005), when
the summer insolation and the concentration of CO2 were
low, and reached their maximum volume at the Last Glacial
Maximum (LGM; Peltier, 2004; Clark et al., 2009; Tarasov
et al., 2012; Ishiwa et al., 2016). Because of these drastic
differences in the ice sheet and climate compared with mod-
ern times, the last glacial period is considered important with
respect to improving the understanding of the effect of ice
sheets on climate.

Previous studies have investigated the impact of glacial
ice sheets on the climate under LGM background condi-
tions, which is set as the target period in the Paleoclimate
Modelling Intercomparison Project (PMIP; Braconnot et al.,
2007, 2012; Abe-Ouchi et al., 2015; Kageyama et al., 2017).
Based on reconstructions, the climate of the LGM is known
to be the coldest and most stable period of the last glacial
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Figure 1. Time series of climate records of the last glacial
period: panel (a) shows the 65◦ N July insolation (W m−2);
in panel (b), black represents sea level data from Spratt and
Lisiecki (2016), brown represents sea level data from Grant et
al. (2012), and gray represents the simulated time evolution of the
sea level equivalent ice sheet volume from Abe-Ouchi et al. (2013);
panel (c) shows CO2 (Bereiter et al., 2015); panel (d) shows the
Greenland ice core δ18O from the North Greenland Ice Core Project
(NGRIP) core (Rasumussen et al., 2013). Panel (e) shows the
Bermuda Rise 231Pa / 230Th (Bohm et al., 2015), which is a proxy
for the strength of the AMOC. Red and blue shading correspond to
the MIS3 and MIS5a target periods in our climate model simula-
tions, respectively.

(Kindler et al., 2014; Kawamura et al., 2017). Furthermore,
the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC)
is considered to have been shallower and perhaps weaker
compared with the preindustrial era (McManus et al., 2004;
Bohm et al., 2015; Muglia et al., 2018; Menviel et al., 2020;
Oppo et al., 2018). Modeling studies show that the expansion
of the Northern American glacial ice sheet cause a large cool-
ing, a strengthening of atmospheric circulation, and a south-
ward shift of the rain belt over the North Atlantic (Cook and
Held, 1988; Kageyama and Valdes, 2000; Abe-Ouchi et al.,
2007; Laine et al., 2009; Pausata et al., 2011; Hofer et al.,
2012; Löfverström et al., 2014; Merz et al., 2015). These
studies have also shown that the response of the atmospheric
circulation is largely affected by the height of the ice sheet
(Gong et al., 2015; Merz et al., 2015), whereas the strength
of the surface cooling is mainly controlled by the extent of
the ice sheet (Abe-Ouchi et al., 2007).

Several studies using an atmosphere–ocean coupled gen-
eral circulation model (AOGCM) have also shown that the
glacial ice sheets exert a large impact on the AMOC. Many of

these studies show a strengthening of the AMOC in response
to the expansion of the northern glacial ice sheet (Eisen-
man et al., 2009; Brady et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2014a;
Gong et al., 2015; Klockmann et al., 2016; Brown and Gal-
braith, 2016; Kawamura et al., 2017), whereas one study
shows a reduction of the AMOC (Kim, 2004). From sensi-
tivity experiments, it is clearly shown that the higher North-
ern American glacial ice sheets enhance the surface wind
as well as the wind-driven oceanic transport of salt into the
deep-water formation region over the North Atlantic, which
increases the surface salinity and causes a strengthening of
the AMOC (Oka et al., 2012; Muglia and Schmittner, 2015;
Sherriff-Tadano et al., 2018). Other studies also suggest the
importance of changes in surface cooling (Smith and Gre-
gory, 2012), which can cause either a strengthening of the
AMOC by enhancing deep-water formation over the North
Atlantic (Schmittner et al., 2002; Oka et al., 2012; Smith and
Gregory, 2012) or a weakening of the AMOC by increas-
ing the amount of sea ice over the northern North Atlantic
and Southern Ocean (Kawamura et al., 2017). Nevertheless,
due to the complicated coupling between the atmosphere and
ocean in climate systems, the role of surface cooling by the
glacial ice sheets on the AMOC still remains elusive.

While the effects of glacial ice sheets on the LGM climate
have gained a large amount of attention, the effect of the pre-
LGM glacial ice sheet on the global climate and AMOC has
been less explored. Reconstructions of the ice sheets prior
to the LGM still have large uncertainties, although recent
studies suggest notable differences in ice sheets between the
early glacial (MIS5a) and mid-glacial (MIS3). Between these
two periods, the volume of ice sheets is slightly larger in
MIS3 than in MIS5a (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005; Grant et
al., 2012; Abe-Ouchi et al., 2013; Spratt and Lisiecki, 2016;
Pico et al., 2017; Willeit and Ganopolski, 2018). In addition,
studies using ice sheet modeling have suggested a larger ex-
tent of the North American ice sheet in MIS3 compared with
MIS5a, despite small differences in the maximum height of
the ice sheet (Fig. 2; Abe-Ouchi et al., 2007, 2013; Niu et
al., 2019). This is different from what is revealed with ex-
plorations using the LGM ice sheet, whose changes are large
in both height and extent. Hence, by comparing the early-
glacial and mid-glacial ice sheets, one may obtain different
responses in the AMOC and global climate and may quantify
the effect of changes in the ice sheet extent and the surface
cooling.

Furthermore, recent reconstructions show some discrep-
ancies between the MIS3 and MIS5a climates. For exam-
ple, it is shown that the AMOC is slightly weaker in MIS3
compared with that of MIS5a (Fig. 3; Bohm et al., 2015).
Ice core data also show that the duration of the millennial
timescale climate variability is shorter in MIS3 than in MIS5
(Capron et al., 2010; Buizert and Schmittner, 2015; Lohmann
and Ditlevsen, 2019). Hence, by exploring the impact of the
mid-glacial ice sheets on the global climate and AMOC, one
can also assess the potential role of differences in ice sheets
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Figure 2. Topography of (a) MIS5a (80 ka) and (b) MIS3 (36 ka).
Results from an ice sheet model are presented (Abe-Ouchi et al.,
2013). These ice sheet configurations are used for climate model
simulations.

between MIS3 and MIS5a in causing the differences in the
climate and AMOC between MIS3 and MIS5a.

In this study, we investigate the impact of the expansion
of the mid-glacial ice sheets on the global climate and the
AMOC. Specifically, we explore how the differences in the
ice sheets between MIS3 and MIS5a have an impact on
global climate and AMOC. For this purpose, we perform
climate simulations of MIS3 and MIS5a with a comprehen-
sive climate model. Furthermore, we explore the processes
by which the changes in the ice sheet modify the AMOC.
Particularly, we focus on the role of changes in surface cool-
ing by the glacial ice sheets on the AMOC, which is also
considered important in driving the AMOC changes (Loving
and Vallis, 2005; Arzel et al., 2010; Oka et al., 2012; Sun
et al., 2016; Jansen, 2017) but still remains elusive in previ-
ous LGM studies. For this purpose, partially coupled experi-
ments are conducted (Mikolajewicz and Voss, 2000; Schmit-
tner et al., 2002; Gregory et al., 2005; Sherriff-Tadano and
Abe-Ouchi, 2020). In this experiment, the atmospheric forc-
ing that drives the oceanic component is switched (one by
one) to a different forcing. For example, Gregory et al. (2005)
apply this method to interpret the cause of the weakening of
the AMOC in the CO2 doubling simulations in the CMIP3
models. They find that the changes in surface heating play
a large role in causing the weakening of the AMOC by re-
ducing the heat exchange between the atmosphere and the
ocean. Hence, the use of partially coupled experiments en-
ables us to extract the effect of changes in surface cooling
due to the mid-glacial ice sheets on the AMOC.

This study is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe
the model and the experimental design. In Sects. 3 and 4, we
show the results of MIS3 and MIS5a simulations and then

investigate the role of mid-glacial ice sheets on the global
climate and the AMOC. The effect of surface cooling by the
mid-glacial ice sheet is also explored by means of partially
coupled experiments. Sections 5 and 6 discuss and summa-
rize the results, respectively.

2 Methodology

2.1 Model

We perform numerical experiments with the Model for In-
terdisciplinary Research on Climate 4m (MIROC4m; Ha-
sumi and Emori, 2004; Chan et al., 2011) AOGCM. This
model consists of an atmospheric general circulation model
(AGCM) and an oceanic general circulation model (OGCM).
The AGCM solves the primitive equations on a sphere us-
ing a spectral method. The horizontal resolution of the at-
mospheric model is ∼ 2.8◦, and there are 20 vertical layers.
The AGCM is coupled to a land surface model. The OGCM
solves the primitive equation on a sphere, where the Boussi-
nesq and hydrostatic approximations are adopted. The hor-
izontal resolution is ∼ 1.4◦ (longitude) by 0.56–1.4◦ (lati-
tude), and the latitudinal resolution is finer near the Equa-
tor. There are 43 vertical layers. It is coupled to a dynamic–
thermodynamic sea ice model. Note that the coefficient of
the isopycnal layer thickness diffusion in the OGCM is
slightly increased to 700 m2 s−1 from 300 m2 s−1 in the orig-
inal model version that was submitted to PMIP2 (these two
model versions are referred to as Model B and Model A,
respectively, in Sherriff-Tadano and Abe-Ouchi, 2020). The
model version used in this study reproduces the modern
AMOC (Fig. 6d), the deep-water formation over the Nordic
seas (Fig. S1 in the Supplement), and the sea ice extent over
the North Atlantic (Fig. 4) reasonably well, as in the previ-
ous version (Otto-Bliesner et al., 2007; Weber et al., 2007;
Kawamura et al., 2017). While the current model version
overestimates sea ice extent and lacks deep-water formation
over the Labrador Sea (Figs. S1, 4), the performance of the
modern Southern Ocean sea ice extent has improved com-
pared with the previous version (Fig. 4). This model version
has been used extensively for paleoclimate (Obase and Abe-
Ouchi, 2019) and future climate studies (Yamamoto et al.,
2015). It has a climate sensitivity of 4.1 K and reproduces the
AMOC of the LGM reasonably well (Sherriff-Tadano and
Abe-Ouchi, 2020).

2.2 Model simulations

Three experiments are conducted with the MIROC4m
AOGCM (Table 1). The first experiment is named MIS5a,
which aims at a period of approximately 80 ka (Fig. 1,
blue shading). In this experiment, we apply a CO2 level of
240 ppm, insolation of 80 ka, and an ice sheet boundary con-
figuration of 80 ka taken from an ice sheet model (see the
next paragraph for detailed information). The second and
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third experiments are performed under MIS3 boundary con-
ditions with a CO2 of 200 ppm and an insolation of 35 ka
(Fig. 1, red shading). In these two experiments, the configu-
rations of the ice sheets differ (Fig. 2). In the second exper-
iment, we apply an ice sheet of 36 ka (Fig. 2b). In the third
experiment, we apply an ice sheet of 80 ka (Fig. 2a). These
experiments are named MIS3 and MIS3-5aice, respectively
(Table 1). Note that the Antarctic ice sheet is fixed to the
modern configuration. The global sea level is unchanged, and
the land sea mask outside the northern glacial ice sheet region
is same as the modern configuration (e.g., the Bering Strait
remains open, which itself may impact on the AMOC; Hu et
al., 2015). For methane and other greenhouse gases, the con-
centration of the LGM is used (Dallenbach et al., 2000). By
comparing MIS3 and MIS3-5aice, one can assess the impact
of mid-glacial ice sheets on the global climate and AMOC.
The difference between MIS3-5aice and MIS5a shows the
effect of changes in CO2 and insolation.

For the ice sheet forcing, we use the output from the Ice
sheet model for Integrated Earth system Studies (IcIES; Saito
and Abe-Ouchi, 2005) driven with the climatic parameteri-
zation derived from MIROC (IcIES-MIROC; Abe-Ouchi et
al., 2007, 2013). This model reproduces the evolution of the
Northern Hemisphere ice sheet over the past 400 000 years
(Abe-Ouchi et al., 2013), and it is used as a boundary con-
dition for the simulations of the Penultimate Glacial Termi-
nation (Menviel et al., 2019). The model also reproduces the
general pattern of the evolution of the global ice sheet vol-
ume (or equivalent sea level change) over the last glacial
period reasonably well (Fig. 1; Abe-Ouchi et al., 2013) –
that is, larger ice sheets during MIS3 compared with MIS5a
(Grant et al., 2012; Spratt and Lisiecki, 2016; Pico et al.,
2017). These volumes are the 40 m sea level equivalent for
MIS5a (approximately 33 % of the LGM) and the 96 m sea
level equivalent for MIS3 (approximately 80 % of the LGM;
Abe-Ouchi et al., 2013). The volume of the MIS3 ice sheet
slightly exceeds the estimated range of sea level reconstruc-
tions: approximately 40 to 90 m sea level equivalent during
the mid-glacial (Grant et al., 2012; Spratt and Lisiecki, 2016;
Pico et al., 2017). This is further discussed in Sect. 5.

The three simulations are initiated from the previous LGM
experiment of Kawamura et al. (2017), which has a weak
and shallow AMOC. MIS5a is integrated for 2000 years,
and MIS3 and MIS3-5aice are integrated for 3000 years. Af-
ter the integration, the AMOC settles into a vigorous mode
(interstadial mode) in all experiments. Decreasing trends of
deep ocean temperature of the last 100 years are 0.002 ◦C
in MIS5a, 0.011 ◦C in MIS3, and 0.007 ◦C in MIS3-5aice.
Hence, these simulations have settled to quasi-equilibrium
states (Zhang et al., 2013).

2.3 Partially coupled experiments

To assess the processes by which the mid-glacial ice sheets
modify the AMOC, partially coupled experiments are con-

ducted (Table 2). In these experiments, the atmospheric forc-
ing – wind stress and atmospheric freshwater flux (precipi-
tation, evaporation, and river runoff) – that drives the ocean
is replaced with a monthly climatology. Following previous
studies (Schmittner et al., 2002; Gregory et al., 2005), the
heat flux is unchanged in these experiments. This is because
the heat flux is strongly coupled to the sea surface temper-
ature and fixing the surface heat condition has an unreal-
istic impact on the AMOC (Marozke, 2012). Four partially
coupled experiments are conducted based on the MIS3 and
MIS3-5aice experiments (Table 2). These experiments are
initiated from the last year (year 3000) of MIS3 or MIS3-
5aice. The first experiment (PC-MIS3) is intended as a val-
idation of the method. In this experiment, the atmospheric
forcing is replaced with the monthly climatology of the last
100 years of the same MIS3 experiment. Hence, the climato-
logical atmospheric forcing is identical to that of the original
experiment. The second experiment (PC-MIS3-5aice) is also
conducted in a similar manner under MIS3-5aice, using the
monthly climatology of MIS3-5aice. The third experiment
is conducted under MIS3 conditions (PC-MIS3heat), where
the wind forcing and atmospheric freshwater forcing are re-
placed with the monthly climatology of MIS3-5aice. Hence,
the oceanic component of the model is forced by wind and
atmospheric freshwater fluxes of MIS3-5aice and the surface
heat flux of MIS3 (Table 2). By comparing the results be-
tween PC-MIS3heat and PC-MIS3-5aice, one can evaluate
the effect of surface cooling on the oceanic circulation (Gre-
gory et al., 2005). Note that the effect of surface cooling in-
cludes changes in freshwater flux from the sea ice in addition
to changes in an atmosphere–ocean heat exchange. In the
fourth experiment (PC-MIS3heatano), the effect of surface
cooling is evaluated in a slightly different way. In this ex-
periment, we apply the anomalies of monthly climatology of
surface wind and atmospheric freshwater flux between MIS3
and MIS3-5aice to MIS3. Hence, this experiment is also
forced by winds and atmospheric freshwater fluxes of MIS3-
5aice and the surface heat flux of MIS3 (Table 2). By com-
paring the MIS3-5aice experiment with PC-MIS3heatano,
we can estimate the effect of surface cooling on the oceanic
circulation. The advantage of this experiment is that it re-
tains high-frequency variabilities in the atmospheric forcing,
which are removed in other partially coupled experiments.
In addition, this experiment retains the effect of atmospheric
feedback after a modification to the AMOC, which affects
the stability of the AMOC (Sherriff-Tadano and Abe-Ouchi,
2020; see also Sect. 5). Note that the final results are inde-
pendent of the choice of the atmospheric forcing applied.

3 Overall characteristics of MIS3 and MIS5a climates

The simulated global cooling for MIS3 and MIS5a com-
pared with the preindustrial climate (PI) are 5.0 and 2.2 ◦C,
respectively (Fig. 3). The magnitudes of these global sur-
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Table 1. Forcing and boundary conditions of climate simulations. Results of global mean temperature (GMT) and Atlantic Meridional
Overturning Circulation (AMOC) are also shown. For reference, the results of the preindustrial climate simulation is shown.

Name CO2 Ice sheet Obliquity Precession Eccentricity GMT AMOC

MIS5a 240 ppm 80 ka 23.175 312.25 0.0288 10.58 ◦C 18.7 Sv
MIS3 200 ppm 36 ka 22.754 251.28 0.0154 7.85 ◦C 15.6 Sv
MIS3-5aice 200 ppm 80 ka 22.754 251.28 0.0154 8.91 ◦C 15.1 Sv
PI 285 ppm 0 ka 23.45 102.04 0.0167 12.83 ◦C 16.1 Sv

Table 2. Partially coupled experiments. In PC-MIS3heatano, cli-
mate anomalies in surface wind and atmospheric freshwater (FW)
flux between MIS3-5aice and MIS3 are added to MIS3.

Name Surface Atmospheric Surface
wind FW flux cooling

PC-MIS3 MIS3 MIS3 MIS3
PC-MIS3-5aice MIS3-5aice MIS3-5aice MIS3-5aice
PC-MIS3heat MIS3-5aice MIS3-5aice MIS3
PC-MIS3heatano MIS3-5aice MIS3-5aice MIS3

face coolings are smaller than that obtained from the LGM
simulation (5.2 ◦C) with the same model (Sherriff-Tadano
and Abe-Ouchi, 2020). The strong MIS3 cooling similar to
that of LGM is possibly related to the low obliquity ap-
plied in MIS3, which increases the amount of sea ice in both
hemispheres and causes a global cooling through feedbacks
within the atmosphere–ocean coupled system (Galbraith and
de Lavergne, 2019). Nevertheless, the simulated MIS3 cool-
ing falls within the range of simulations obtained from pre-
vious modeling studies: Guo et al. (2019) simulate the MIS3
climate with the boundary conditions of 38 ka and show a
global cooling of 2.9 ◦C; Merkel et al. (2010) show a cool-
ing of 3.4 ◦C under 35 ka boundary conditions; Zhang et
al. (2014b) show a cooling of 3.5 ◦C under 38 ka boundary
conditions; and Brandefelt et al. (2011) show a global cool-
ing of 5.5 ◦C under 44 ka boundary conditions.

The spatial maps of the surface cooling show a well-
known polar amplification pattern (Fig. 3). In MIS3 and
MIS5a, the largest cooling takes place over North America
and northern Europe as the ice sheets expand southward.
In these regions, the surface air temperature drops by more
than 10 ◦C and is associated with the high albedo and eleva-
tion of the ice sheets. The surface cooling is also large over
the Southern Ocean, where the local surface cooling exceeds
10 and 3 ◦C for MIS3 and MIS5a, respectively. The surface
cooling is relatively mild over the tropics compared with the
polar regions, and the areal average cooling over 30◦ S and
30◦ N is 3.5 and 1.7 ◦C for MIS3 and MIS5a, respectively.

The amplified cooling over the polar regions is associated
with the expansion of sea ice (Fig. 4). Over the North At-
lantic, the Labrador Sea is covered by sea ice in all experi-
ments. Sea ice also expands southward over the Norwegian

Figure 3. Surface air temperature anomalies calculated from the
AOGCM. The 100-year climatology is used to calculate the anoma-
lies. Panel (a) shows MIS5a minus PI, and panel (b) shows MIS3
minus PI. In panel (c), the differences between MIS3 and MIS5a are
shown. In panel (d), the effect of ice sheet expansion from MIS5a
to MIS3 is shown (MIS3 minus MIS3-5aice).

Sea, although the southern part of the Norwegian Sea still
remains ice-free (Dokken et al., 2013; Sadazki et al., 2019).
These expansions in sea ice are consistent with a large sur-
face cooling simulated in the northern North Atlantic. Over
the Southern Ocean, sea ice expands northwards in both ex-
periments compared with the PI. In MIS3, sea ice largely ex-
pands northward in the Pacific sector of the Southern Ocean
and contributes to the large surface cooling observed in that
region. In association with the increase in the amount of sea
ice, the deep ocean salinity increases and deep ocean tem-
perature decreases in MIS3 compared with PI (Fig. 5b, e).
A similar feature is also observed in MIS5a, although with
a smaller magnitude (Fig. 5a, d). Note that the decrease in
ocean temperature is also attributed to the cooling of the
North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW; Fig. 5b).

Both the MIS3 and MIS5a experiments simulate an inter-
stadial mode of the AMOC (Fig. 6a, b). This is in line with
an ice-free condition over the Norwegian Sea and Irminger
Sea, where deep water forms due to intense surface cool-
ing (Dokken et al., 2013; Sadazki et al., 2019). Nevertheless,
the strength of the AMOC responds differently to MIS3 and
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Figure 4. Annual mean sea ice coverage simulated from the
AOGCM. The coverage is defined by a 15 % sea ice concentration.
A 100-year average is used. Panel (a) shows the Northern Hemi-
sphere, and panel (b) shows Southern Hemisphere. Black represents
PI, blue represents MIS5a, red represents MIS3, and green repre-
sents MIS3-5aice.

MIS5a boundary forcing (ice sheet, CO2, and insolation). In
MIS3, the maximum strength of the AMOC decreases by 3 %
(−0.5 Sv; Table 1) and the AMOC shoals compared with the
PI (Fig. 6b, d). In contrast, the AMOC strengthens in MIS5a
by 16 % (+2.6 Sv) and shows small changes in depth com-
pared with the PI (16.1 Sv; Fig. 6a, d, Table 1). These simu-
lated characteristic of MIS3 and MIS5a are consistent with a
reconstruction showing a slightly stronger AMOC in MIS5a
and a slightly weaker AMOC in MIS3 (Bohm et al., 2015,
Fig. 1). Therefore, the simulations of MIS3 and MIS5a cap-
ture the large-scale features of climate and deep ocean circu-
lation reasonably well.

4 Effect of mid-glacial ice sheet

4.1 Global climate and deep ocean circulation

The results of MIS3-5aice are used to extract the effect of the
southward expansion of mid-glacial ice sheets from MIS5a
to MIS3 on the global climate as well as the AMOC. The
simulated global cooling in MIS3-5aice is 3.9 ◦C. This gives
a global surface cooling of 1.1 ◦C by the expansion of mid-
glacial ice sheets (difference between MIS3 and MIS3-5aice)
and a global cooling of 1.7 ◦C by the lowering of CO2 and
changes in insolation (difference between MIS3-5aice and
MIS5a). The southward expansion of the northern glacial
ice sheets induces a large surface cooling over the North
America, northern Europe, and the northern North Atlantic
(Fig. 3d). The latter is induced by a vigorous advection of
cold air from the North American ice sheet, which expands
near the Labrador Sea (Fig. 8b). A slight warming is ob-
served in the Irminger Sea, which is associated with a slight
shift in the deep-water formation region and sea ice. A sur-
face warming is also observed around Alaska (Fig. 3d). This
is associated with the strengthening of the southerly wind
over the eastern North Pacific, which is related to the high

surface pressure anomaly over North America induced by the
expansion of the glacial ice sheet (Yanase and Abe-Ouchi,
2010).

Interestingly, the expansion of the mid-glacial ice sheet
exerts an impact on the Southern Ocean by causing a sur-
face cooling of 2 ◦C (Fig. 3d). This surface cooling is solely
induced by the northern mid-glacial ice sheets, because the
configuration of the Antarctic ice sheet is fixed to that
of the PI. Similar results are reported in Ganopolski and
Roche (2009) and Roberts and Valdes (2017). These stud-
ies show that a stronger northward oceanic heat transport is
responsible for causing the decrease in the surface air temper-
ature over the Southern Hemisphere. Consistent with them,
the northward oceanic heat transport is larger in MIS3 than
in MIS3-5aice in our simulations (Fig. 7). This is associated
with a cooling of the NADW (Fig. 5c), which is induced by
the stronger surface cooling by the glacial ice sheets. As a re-
sult, colder deep water outcrops in the Southern Hemisphere
and cools the Southern Ocean. Furthermore, associated with
the stronger surface cooling over the Southern Ocean, the
amount of sea ice increases in this region (Fig. 4), which in-
creases the deep ocean salinity via brine rejection (Fig. 5f),
and enhances the bottom ocean stratification (Fig. 5i).

Unlike the oceanic heat transport, the expansion of mid-
glacial ice sheets exerts a very small impact on the AMOC.
The maximum strength of the AMOC increases by only
0.5 Sv between MIS3 and MIS3-5aice. These results show
that the changes in the AMOC from MIS5a to MIS3 are
mostly explained by the modifications to the CO2 levels and
insolation. The small response in the AMOC to ice sheet
forcing differs from the strengthening and deepening of the
AMOC that has been shown by previous studies (Eisenman
et al., 2009; Brady et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2014a; Gong
et al., 2015; Brown and Galbraith, 2016; Klockmann et al.,
2016, 2018; Kawamura et al., 2017). Analysis of the surface
wind stress curl shows an enhancement in response to the
mid-glacial ice sheet expansion (Fig. 8a, b). This strength-
ening of surface wind stress curl is mostly explained by the
strong northwesterly wind stress anomaly over the Labrador
Sea, which is induced by the southward expansion of ice
sheets in this region (Fig. 8b). As a result of the increased
wind stress curl, the wind-driven ocean circulation and the
northward transport of salt increases (Fig. 8c, d), which tend
to intensify the AMOC, as shown by previous studies (Mon-
toya and Levermann, 2008; Oka et al., 2012; Muglia and
Schmittner, 2015; Sherriff-Tadano et al., 2018). Neverthe-
less, the AMOC retains a similar strength in our simulations.
This result suggests that other processes are playing a role
in compensating for the strengthening effect of the surface
wind.
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Figure 5. Anomalies of zonally averaged oceanic properties over the Atlantic simulated from the AOGCM. Panels (a)–(c) show temperature
anomalies, panels (d)–(f) show salinity anomalies, and panels (g)–(i) show density anomalies. Panels (a), (d), and (g) show MIS5a minus PI,
panels (b), (e), and (h) show MIS3 minus PI, and panels (c), (f), and (i) show MIS3 minus MIS3-5aice. The climatology of the last 100 years
is used to create these figures.

Figure 6. Meridional streamfunction (Sv= 106 m3 s−1) over the Atlantic simulated from the AOGCM. Panel (a) shows MIS5a,
panel (b) shows MIS3, panel (c) shows MIS3-5aice, and panel (d) shows PI. The climatology of the last 100 years is used to create these
figures.

4.2 Roles of surface cooling by mid-glacial ice sheets
on the AMOC

In addition to surface wind, changes in atmospheric freshwa-
ter flux and surface cooling modify the AMOC (Eisenman et
al., 2009; Smith and Gregory, 2012). The atmospheric fresh-
water flux can affect the AMOC by modifying the surface
salinity field (Eisenman et al., 2009). Figure 9 shows the

difference in atmospheric freshwater fluxes between MIS3
and MIS3-5aice. It is found that the expansion of the mid-
glacial ice sheet reduces the input of atmospheric freshwa-
ter flux over the northern North Atlantic, which is associated
with a southward displacement of the westerlies (Hofer et al.,
2012) as well as a decrease in specific humidity due to the in-
tense cooling (Laine et al., 2009). This tends to enhance the
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Figure 7. Northward oceanic heat transport over the Atlantic Basin
simulated from the AOGCM. Red represents MIS3, green repre-
sents MIS3-5aice, and black represents PI. The climatology of the
last 100 years is used to create these figures.

AMOC by increasing the surface salinity in the deep-water
formation region (Eisenman et al., 2009), which is qualita-
tively the inverse of what we observe now. The stronger sur-
face cooling (Fig. 3d) can cause either a strengthening of the
AMOC by enhancing deep-water formation in the North At-
lantic (Oka et al., 2012; Smith and Gregory, 2012) or a weak-
ening of the AMOC by increasing the amount of sea ice over
the northern North Atlantic and Southern Ocean (Oka et al.,
2012; Kawamura et al., 2017). Considering the increase in
sea ice over both poles (Fig. 4) and the increase in the bot-
tom ocean stratification (Fig. 5i), changes in surface cooling
seem to play a role in reducing the AMOC, which is the op-
posite of the effects of surface wind.

To clarify the effect of surface cooling by the mid-glacial
ice sheets on the AMOC, partially coupled (PC) experiments
are conducted (Table 2, Fig. 10). In the first two experiments
(PC-MIS3 and PC-MIS3-5aice), the surface wind stress and
atmospheric freshwater flux are replaced with the climato-
logical forcing of MIS3 and MIS3-5aice, respectively. In
both experiments, the AMOC becomes stronger than in the
corresponding original experiments, although it remains in
a similar state as that simulated in MIS3 and MIS3-5aice.
Therefore, the PC experiments reproduce the general pattern
of the original experiments. The slight strengthening of the
AMOC is associated with an initiation of deep-water forma-
tion over the Irminger Sea, which is related to the removal of
daily variations in the surface wind (see further discussion in
the Supplement, Fig. S3).

In the third experiment (PC-MIS3heat), in which the
monthly climatology of surface wind stress and atmospheric
freshwater flux of MIS3 are replaced with those of MIS3-
5aice (Table 2), the AMOC changes drastically. The max-
imum strength of the AMOC decreases to 11 Sv (Fig. 10),
and sea ice covers the deep-water formation region in boreal
winter (Figs. 11, S1e). Similar weakening is also observed
in PC-MIS3heatano (Fig. 10). Because the surface wind and
atmospheric freshwater flux are identical to those of MIS3-
5aice, this result shows that the intense surface cooling by
the MIS3 ice sheets reduces the AMOC. These simulations

show that the weakening effect of the surface cooling com-
pensates for the strengthening effect of the surface wind and,
hence, induces a small change in the AMOC between MIS3
and MIS3-5aice.

How does the intense surface cooling reduce the AMOC?
Two processes play a role (Fig. 12). The first process is as-
sociated with the intense surface cooling over the northern
North Atlantic. Due to this surface cooling, the sea ice in-
creases over the northern North Atlantic (Fig. 11b). The in-
crease in sea ice tends to weaken the oceanic convection
and the AMOC by insulating the atmosphere–ocean heat flux
(Oka et al., 2012) and by increasing the meltwater flux over
the deep-water formation region (Born et al., 2010). In ad-
dition, colder water occupies the subsurface ocean in MIS3
compared with MIS3-5aice. As a result, the oceanic col-
umn is more stable with respect to temperature (Fig. S2).
When the mid-glacial ice sheet generates strong winds, the
large surface salinity tends to overcome the thermally strat-
ified oceanic condition and, therefore, maintains the deep-
water formation (Fig. S2). However, when only strong sur-
face cooling is applied, the deep-water formation is inter-
rupted and the AMOC weakens. The second process involves
the Southern Ocean cooling (Fig. 3d). Due to the intense sur-
face cooling in the northern North Atlantic, the temperature
of the NADW decreases, which is transported to the south
and outcrops at the sea surface. This cooling anomaly is fur-
ther amplified by the atmosphere and sea ice feedback. As
a result, the formation of sea ice near the Antarctic coastal
regions increases and enhances the formation of the Antarc-
tic Bottom Water (AABW). This causes an increase in the
density of AABW as well as bottom ocean stratification and
reduces the AMOC (Fig. 5i; Weber et al., 2007; Buizert and
Schmittner, 2015; Sun et al., 2016; Klockmann et al., 2016,
2018). Due to these processes, the AMOC weakens in re-
sponse to the intense surface cooling by the mid-glacial ice
sheet.

5 Discussion

The results above demonstrate a substantial impact of the
mid-glacial ice sheets on the global climate. They contribute
to a global cooling of 1.1 ◦C from MIS5a to MIS3, which
is about 40 % of the total surface cooling from MIS5a to
MIS3. As shown by previous studies, the expansion of north-
ern glacial ice sheets causes an intense cooling over northern
North America and Europe. Interestingly, the expansion of
the mid-glacial ice sheet also causes a surface cooling of 2 ◦C
over the Southern Ocean. It has been thought that the changes
in the Northern Hemisphere ice sheet have a small impact on
the climate over the Southern Hemisphere. For example, us-
ing an AGCM coupled with a slab ocean model, Manabe and
Broccoli (1985) show that the glacial ice sheets have a small
impact on the climate over the Southern Hemisphere. The
present study shows that the Northern Hemisphere glacial ice
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Figure 8. Changes in surface wind stress and wind-driven ocean circulation associated with expansion of the northern glacial ice sheet from
MIS5a to MIS3. Panels (a) and (b) show the surface wind stress (arrow, N m−2) and wind stress curl (color, N m−3), and panels (c) and (d)
show the barotropic streamfunction (contour, Sv) and sea surface salinity (color, psu). Panels (a) and (c) show MIS3-5aice, and panels (b)
and (d) show MIS3 minus MIS3-5aice (ice sheet effect). The climatology of the last 100 years is used to create these figures.

Figure 9. Anomalies of atmospheric freshwater flux (E−P ,
cm d−1) out of the ocean between MIS3 and MIS3-5aice. Red rep-
resents freshwater flux out of the ocean, and blue represents fresh-
water flux into the ocean. The climatology of the last 100 years is
used to create these figures.

sheets can modify the climate over the Southern Hemisphere
and deep ocean via oceanic heat transport, whose effect is
not included in their study. Hence, these results show the im-
portance of the ocean dynamics and long integrations in as-
sessing the effect of glacial ice sheet on the global climate.
Similar results have also been reported for other AOGCMs

Figure 10. Results of the partially coupled experiment conducted
with the AOGCM. (a) Time series of the maximum strength of
the AMOC. (b) Spatial pattern of the Atlantic meridional stream-
function calculated from PC-MIS3heat. The climatology of the last
100 years is used to create this figure.
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Figure 11. Annual mean sea ice thickness (cm, color) over the
North Atlantic simulated from the AOGCM and partially coupled
experiments. Panel (a) shows MIS3, and panel (b) shows the effect
of surface cooling by the mid-glacial ice sheet (PC-MIS3heat minus
PC-MIS3-5aice). The results of the last 100 years are used.

Figure 12. Simple schematic of the processes by which changes
in the glacial ice sheet affect the AMOC. A stronger surface wind
induced by the glacial ice sheets enhances wind-driven transport of
salt into the deep-water formation region and causes a strengthen-
ing of the AMOC. In contrast, a stronger surface cooling by the
glacial ice sheets causes a weakening of the AMOC due to increas-
ing sea ice in the North Atlantic, which insulates the atmosphere–
ocean heat exchange (Oka et al., 2012). A stronger surface cooling
by the northern glacial ice sheets also causes a cooling and an in-
crease in sea ice over the Southern Ocean by increasing the oceanic
heat transport. This change in the Southern Ocean then weakens the
AMOC by increasing the density of the AABW and bottom ocean
stratification (Weber et al., 2007; Klockmann et al., 2018). Possible
internal feedbacks within the atmosphere–sea-ice–ocean system are
discussed in Sect. 5.

that use ice sheet reconstructions of the LGM (Galbraith and
de Lavergne, 2019) and deglaciation (Roberts and Valdes,
2017). This study further confirms that this effect is appli-
cable in the mid-glacial period as well.

The changes in ice sheet from MIS5a to MIS3 exert a small
impact on the AMOC, unlike the results of previous studies
using LGM ice sheets. Partially coupled experiments show
that the intense surface cooling by the glacial ice sheets com-
pensates for the strengthening effect of the surface wind by
increasing the amount of sea ice over the North Atlantic and
the Southern Ocean (Fig. 4). As a result, the induced changes
in the AMOC are small. Hence, it is found that the total im-
pact of the expansion of the glacial ice sheet is determined by
the balance between the wind effect and the surface cooling
effect (Fig. 12). Considering the fact that most climate mod-
els show a strengthening of the AMOC in response to the
glacial ice sheet expansion, the effect of surface wind seems
to dominate in most models. The reason behind this still re-
mains elusive, although we speculate that two processes play
a role. The first process is associated with the change in wind-
driven ocean transport of heat over the subpolar region. For
example, the strengthening of the surface wind can increase
the strength of the northward oceanic heat transport at high
latitude by enhancing the wind-driven ocean circulation. This
causes an increase in the surface air temperature and a de-
crease in sea ice at high latitudes and can reduce the effect
of a stronger surface cooling by the glacial ice sheets. The
second process is associated with a strong northerly wind
east of the North American ice sheet (Fig. 8b). Due to this
strong northerly wind anomaly, a large amount of sea ice is
transported to the south in MIS3 compared with MIS3-5aice
(Fig. S4). Thus, the sea ice is transported inefficiently to the
deep-water formation region in MIS3. As a result, the cooling
effect of the glacial ice sheet may be reduced and, thus, the
wind effect becomes stronger. In contrast, Kim (2004) show a
weakening of the AMOC in response to the expansion of the
glacial ice sheet. In these simulations, the effect of surface
cooling may be stronger than the wind effect. Hence, further
analysis of these model outputs would contribute to a better
understanding on the relative importance of wind effect and
cooling effect on the AMOC.

Why is the strength of the cooling effect comparable to the
wind effect in this study? In the present study, the main dif-
ference in the ice sheet between MIS3 and MIS5a appears in
the extent of the ice sheet, while the differences in the height
is relatively small (Fig. 1). According to previous studies, it
has been shown that the strength of the wind is largely sensi-
tive to the height of the ice sheet (Gong et al., 2015; Sherriff-
Tadano et al., 2018), whereas the surface cooling is sensitive
to the extent of the ice sheet (Abe-Ouchi et al., 2007). Hence,
the changes in surface wind may be small compared with
those obtained from other studies using the LGM ice sheet,
whereas the change in surface cooling is large in this study.
As a result, the AMOC changes only modestly. These results
show that the relative strength of the surface wind and surface
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cooling can depend on the ice sheet configurations, which
may cause different responses in the AMOC (Ullman et al.,
2014). Furthermore, this result implies that the history of the
shape of the ice sheets (changes in the extent and height) is
an important factor when interpreting climate change during
the glacial period.

The effect of surface cooling on the AMOC seen here is
qualitatively different from some previous studies. For ex-
ample, Schmittner et al. (2002) show that a stronger sur-
face cooling over the North Atlantic enhances the AMOC in
their glacial simulation by conducting partially coupled ex-
periments with an Earth system model of intermediate com-
plexity. In addition, Smith and Gregory (2012) suggest that
the glacial ice sheets enhance the AMOC through strengthen-
ing the atmosphere–ocean heat exchange over the deep-water
formation region based on their AOGCM experiments. The
discrepancy among models may be attributed to two aspects.
The first aspect is associated with the magnitude of surface
cooling over the Southern Ocean. For example, if glacial ice
sheets cause a very small cooling over the Southern Ocean
in other models, this will reduce the weakening effect of the
AMOC through the Southern Ocean (Fig. 12). As a result,
the overall weakening effect by the glacial-ice-sheet-induced
cooling on the AMOC should be reduced. The second as-
pect is related to the thermal threshold of the AMOC. As
shown in Oka et al. (2012), the effect of enhanced surface
cooling on the AMOC can depend on the distance from the
thermal threshold; when the system is far from the thresh-
old in the parameter space, the surface cooling strengthens
the AMOC by enhancing deep-water formation. In contrast,
when the system is close to the thermal threshold, a stronger
surface cooling can cause a drastic weakening of the AMOC
by covering the deep-water formation region with sea ice.
Based on this result, in the present study, the AMOC may be
close to the thermal threshold; hence, stronger surface cool-
ing triggers a drastic weakening of the AMOC, whereas the
AMOC may be far from the thermal threshold in other stud-
ies. Thus, we do not exclude the possibility that the stronger
surface cooling can intensify the AMOC when the system
is far from the threshold. The important point shown in this
study is that a stronger surface cooling by glacial ice sheets
can affect the thermal threshold of the AMOC and weaken it.

The time series of the maximum AMOC shows an increas-
ing trend in PC-MIS3heat (Fig. 10). This trend may be as-
sociated with two factors: oceanic feedback and the lack of
atmospheric feedback in response to a drastic weakening of
the AMOC. With respect to the oceanic feedback, the weak-
ening of the AMOC causes a warming over the Southern
Ocean due to the reduction in the northward heat transport
and, hence, reduces the deep ocean stratification and the den-
sity of AABW. These processes may contribute to restrength-
ening the AMOC (Weber et al., 2007; Buizert and Schmit-
tner, 2015; Jansen, 2017; Klockmann et al., 2018). With re-
spect to the lack of atmospheric feedback, previous studies
have shown that the expansion of sea ice due to a reduction

of the AMOC causes a weakening of the surface wind over
the North Atlantic by increasing the static stability of the
lower troposphere (Byrkjedal et al., 2006; Sherriff-Tadano
and Abe-Ouchi, 2020). They further show that this weaken-
ing of the surface wind plays a role in maintaining a weak
AMOC by reducing the wind-driven transport of salt to the
deep-water formation region (Zhang et al., 2014a; Sherriff-
Tadano and Abe-Ouchi, 2020). In the partially coupled ex-
periments described above (PC-MIS3heat), the sea ice covers
the large area of northern high latitude (Fig. S1e), and should
activate this positive feedback, which will stabilize the weak
AMOC. However, these atmospheric feedbacks are removed
in PC-MIS3heat and, hence, may contribute to the destabi-
lization of the weak AMOC. In fact, in PC-MIS3heatano, in
which anomalies of the atmospheric forcing are applied and
the atmospheric feedback in response to the AMOC weak-
ening is consequently retained, the increasing trend of the
AMOC after the weakening is very small (Fig. 10). There-
fore, both atmospheric and oceanic feedbacks may play a role
in causing the increasing AMOC trend in PC-MIS3heat.

We should note that the volume of the ice sheets used in
this study (40 m sea level equivalent for MIS5a (80 ka) and
96 m sea level equivalent for MIS3 (36 ka)) are overestimated
compared with reconstructions. For example, sea level re-
construction suggests an ice sheet volume of approximately
40 to 90 m sea level equivalent during MIS3 (Grant et al.,
2012; Spratt and Lisiecki, 2016; Pico et al., 2017), which is
smaller than that used in this study. Furthermore, recent stud-
ies even show a much smaller ice sheet during a portion of
MIS3 (Pico et al., 2017; Batchelor et al., 2019). Neverthe-
less, these reconstructions still show that the ice sheets are
slightly larger in MIS3 compared with those in MIS5a (Pico
et al., 2017). Hence, while the quantitative effect of the mid-
glacial ice sheet might be overestimated in the present study,
the qualitative impact of the expansion of MIS3 ice sheet rel-
ative to MIS5a is unlikely to change.

The present study has implications for the understanding
of climate variability during the glacial period. Ice core stud-
ies have shown that the stability and duration of the inter-
stadial climate are strongly related to surface cooling over
the North Atlantic (Schulz, 2002; Lohmann and Ditlevsen,
2019) and Southern Ocean (Buizert and Schmittner, 2015).
For example, Schulz (2002) shows that the enhanced surface
cooling by the expansion of the glacial ice sheet may explain
the shortening of the duration of the interstadial during the
mid-glacial period. However, modeling studies have shown
a strengthening of the AMOC in response to the ice sheet
expansion, which stabilizes a vigorous AMOC and the inter-
stadial climate. In contrast, this study suggests the possibil-
ity that an expansion of glacial ice sheet can in fact cause
the weakening of the AMOC and, hence, destabilization of
the vigorous AMOC, which contributes to shorter intersta-
dial duration. This is the case when the effect of surface
cooling dominates the effect of surface wind. In this case,
both the stronger surface cooling over the North Atlantic and
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the Southern Ocean can play a role, which is consistent with
ice core studies (Buizert and Schmittner, 2015; Lohmann and
Ditlevsen, 2019). This result suggests that the changes in the
relative strength of surface wind and surface cooling can af-
fect the AMOC and climate drastically and may be important
in interpreting the millennial timescale climate variability of
the glacial periods.

6 Conclusions

In this study, the role of mid-glacial ice sheets on the global
climate and the AMOC is explored. For this purpose, simula-
tions of MIS3 and MIS5a are conducted with the MIROC4m
comprehensive climate model. The ice sheet configurations
are taken from an ice sheet model, which reproduces the ice
sheet evolution over the past 400 000 years (Abe-Ouchi et
al., 2013). Furthermore, to assess the processes by which the
mid-glacial ice sheets affect the AMOC, partially coupled ex-
periments are conducted with MIROC4m. The main results
of the present study can be summarized as follows.

In the MIS3 and MIS5a simulations, the global average
temperature decreases by 5.0 and 2.2 ◦C, respectively, com-
pared with the PI climate simulation. Comparison of the
MIS3, MIS3-5aice, and MIS5a results show that the expan-
sion of mid-glacial ice sheets contributes to a global cooling
of 1.1 ◦C, which is about 40 % of the total surface cooling
from MIS5a to MIS3 of about 2.8 ◦C. The southward expan-
sion of northern mid-glacial ice sheets not only causes a dras-
tic cooling over the northern North Atlantic but also causes a
2 ◦C of surface cooling over the Southern Ocean. The cool-
ing over the Southern Ocean is associated with the cooling of
the NADW.

The AMOC is enhanced by 16 % in MIS5a, whereas it
weakens by 3 % in MIS3 compared with the preindustrial cli-
mate simulation. The weaker AMOC in MIS3 compared with
MIS5a is consistent with a previous proxy study (Bohm et al.,
2015). A sensitivity experiment that modifies the glacial ice
sheets showed that the southward ice sheet expansion from
MIS5a to MIS3 exerts a very small impact on the AMOC
(0.5 Sv), despite the strengthening of surface wind and wind-
driven ocean circulation over the North Atlantic, which tends
to intensify the AMOC (Oka et al., 2012; Klockmann et al.,
2016; Sherriff-Tadano et al., 2018). Partially coupled exper-
iments reveal that the stronger surface cooling by the glacial
ice sheet weakens the AMOC and counteracts the strengthen-
ing effect of surface wind. The surface cooling increases the
sea ice over the northern North Atlantic, which insulates the
atmosphere–ocean heat exchange and weakens oceanic con-
vection. Also, the northern surface cooling causes a cooling
over the Southern Ocean, which strengthens and increases
the density of the AABW, increases the stratification of the
bottom ocean, and weakens the AMOC.

It is found that the total impact of glacial ice sheets on the
AMOC is determined by the relative strength of two factors:

surface wind and surface cooling (Fig. 12). In most mod-
els, the effect of surface wind is stronger; hence, the AMOC
strengthens in response to the ice sheet expansion. In the
present study, the main difference in the ice sheets appears in
their extent, rather than their height. As a result, the strength
of the cooling effect becomes comparable to that of the wind
effect, and it causes small changes in the AMOC. Our re-
sult suggests that the relative strength of the wind effect and
cooling effect depends on the shape of the ice sheet recon-
structions.

The results of the present study also offer a global dataset
of climate during MIS3 and MIS5a, which complements pre-
vious studies (e.g., Van Meerbeeck et al., 2009; Gong et al.,
2013; Menviel et al., 2014; Guo et al., 2019), although it is
still lacking compared with the LGM. Recently, the num-
ber of mid-glacial period reconstructions has been increasing
(Jensen et al., 2018); hence, more detailed comparisons with
these reconstructions need to be conducted in future. Further-
more, the present results provide a reference climate state
for investigating the millennial timescale climate variability
that occurred during the mid- and early-glacial period (Henry
et al., 2016; Mitsui and Crucifix, 2017; Guo et al., 2019).
In a forthcoming study, we will perform freshwater hosing
experiments with these simulations and investigate how the
changes in boundary conditions affect climate variability and
the recovery time of the AMOC. This can contribute to a bet-
ter understanding of millennial timescale climate variability,
which is still not fully understood and remains one of the
largest questions in the study of paleoclimate.
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